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1. INTRODUCTION 
When applying the method of invariant imbedding to nonlinear boundary 
value problems, one is required to solve systems of nonlinear partial differen- 
tial equations [2, 3, 91 in order to solve the original problem. Since such 
equations are frequently intractable numerically [ 111, various devices have 
been proposed to take advantage of the imbedding approach and avoid the 
difficulties inherent in solving partial differential equations. 
Two of the most common procedures have been to use series expansions 
[7, 81, usually to first order, to get approximate solutions to the governing 
partial differential equations, or to linearize the original problem and then 
apply invariant imbedding to the resultant sequence of linear problems. 
The most common form of linearization that has been used is the method 
of quasilinearization [2, 111. Th e various algorithms that have been suggested 
for combining invariant imbedding and quasilinearization all require some 
initial choice of function to start the process. It has sometimes been suggested 
that the imbedding equations be solved crudely to provide a good starting 
choice for iteration. This has been done by Lee [7]. Apparently, no attempt 
has been made to find an exact relationship between this technique and the 
linearization process itself. 
In this note we show that the approximate power series solution given in 
[7, 81 can be used to give an exact solution to the quasilinearized form of the 
boundary value problem. This then indicates what should be a “natural” 
starting function for iteration. 
Some imprecise observations seem to have been made concerning this 
relation in specific cases [S]. However, to the author’s knowledge, no 
general theorem of the type we establish here seems to have appeared in the 
literature. 
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2. THE BOUNDARY VALUE PRoBLEnl 
Consider the family of boundary value problems 
4 T, 4 ==f(t, 44 T, 4, (1) 
P,,(O, T,v) + P&T, T, v) = c, O<T<p', (2) 
where x(t, T,v)E Rn, zl ER*', and PI and Pz are n x n matrices such that 
PI + P2 is nonsingular. We put conditions on f sufficient to guarantee the 
existence and uniqueness of the solutions to (1) and (2) and also to guarantee 
that the solution is differentiable as a function of the parameters (T, ~1). 
These are outlined in detail in [3]. Generally it is required that f(t, x) be C2 
in (t, x). 
It is known that solving (1) and (2) . is e q uivalent to solving the initial value 
problem [4], 
x,(t, T, 4 = -4, T, 4 P,f(T R(T, 4), (3) 
4~ t, 4 = R(t, u), T > t, (4) 
MT v) + R,(T 0) P,f(T, WY 4) = f (T, R(T, c)), (5) 
R(O,v) = (PI + P+. (6) 
(Subscripts denote differentials with respect to the appropriate variables.) 
Equations (3)-(6) encompass all of the usual cases of invariant imbedding in 
the literature [3, 41 and can be extended to infinite-dimensional spaces as 
well, [3, 91. For cases where PI + Pz are singular, an alternate approach 
through the Riccati transformation interpretation is available. We comment 
on this later. 
Generalizing the approach to solving the invariant imbedding equations 
found in [7] and [8], we look for solutions of the form 
x(t, T, ZJ) = x(t, T) + U(t, T)zy, (7) 
R(T, v) = p(T) + R(T)c. (8) 
Substituting (7) and (8) into (3) and (6) and neglecting powers of z, higher 
than the first gives the following ordinary differential equations for the 
determination of x(t, T), U(t, T), p(T), R(T): 
-W, T> = - u(t, T) P&T, p(T)), (9) 
WC T) = - W, T) P,f&Y P(T)) R(T), (10) 
4~ 9 = p(t), UP, t) = R(t), T > t, (11) 
PTV) + R(T) PzW", 140 = f(T ~(0, W) 
R,(T) + R(T) P~fdT P(T)) W”) = f&? P(T)) R(T), (13) 
P(O) = 0, R(0) = (PI + P&l. (14) 
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It follows from standard theorems that under the above conditions, (9)- 
(14) have a unique solution for 0 < T < T and T I.< t < T. We assume, 
with no loss of generality, that T = f. It should be noted that, contrary to 
what is implied in [7] and [8], Eqs. (9)-(14) d o 7t0t give a solution to (J)-(6) 
which is correct to order I] VI/*. To arrive at Eqs. (9)-(14), one neglects not 
only the second- and higher-order terms in 21, but also terms involving 
second-order derivatives with respect to T of the function R(T, 2’). If, in 
fact, one looks for true power series’ solutions in ‘u, then one sees that in 
order to truncate the equations to (9)-(14), one must, in fact, neglect such 
higher-order derivatives. However, we shall simply assume that (9)-(14) 
define an approximate solution to the boundary- value problem (Eqs. (1) 
and (2)) and investigate its properties. Satisfactory numerical results have 
been achieved using particular cases of (9)-(14) on specific problems [8]. 
We now wish to identify the function X(t, T, r) -1 .v(t, Tj + C(t, Tjr as 
the exact solution of some boundary value problem related to (I) and (2). 
To this end, we introduce the “quasilinearized” form of (1) and (2). The 
name we use is indicative of the fact that it is the form of the equations used 
in the standard iterative technique of quasilinearization [l]. Let .C(t, T, .7-) 
satisfy the boundary value problem 
W> T, ~1 = fz(t, ~(9) W> T, ~1 + f(c ~(4) --fzJt, dt)) ~(0, (1% 
P&O, T, ZJ) + P$(T, T, v) = 7*, (16) 
where p(t) satisfies (12). Again, we assume without loss of generality that the 
problem (Eqs. (15) and (16)) has a unique solution for 0 G T -:: i’. 
Applying the method of invariant imbedding to (14) and (I 5), it is seen 
that .G(t, T, p.) can be obtained as the solution to the initial value problem 
.%(t, T, 4 = -C,(f, T, 4 P,[f(T, p(T)) -.fv.(T, p(T)) p(T) 
+fz(T, P(T)) W, 41, (17) 
qt, f, 21) = B(t, Zj), (18) 
%(T 71) + &T 4 pdfU”> P(T)) -fAT P(T)) P(T) 
+ f,(T, P(T)) g’(T, 41 
=.f(T, P(T)) --fz(T P(T)) P(T) +fJC P(T)) &I: z,)t (19) 
li(0, 21) = (PI + P2)-1. (20) 
Since the problem (15) and (16) is linear, Eqs. (I 7)-(20) can he solved esactl! 
by solutions of the form 
2(t, T, z>) := i(r, T) + i?(‘(t, T)zq, (21) 
l?(T, el) = p”(T) + it(T).?, w-9 
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where g(T) and C?(t, 2’) are n x n matrices. The principal result of this 
paper is that 
qt, T) = .r(t, T), (23) 
q4 T) = w, n (24) 
fi(T) = w-)9 (25) 
Ku = f(T)* (26) 
We begin by showing that I?(T) = R(T) and B(T) = p( 5”). Substituting 
(22) into (19) and (20) and separating the variables gives I?(T) and g(T) as 
solutions to the initial value problem 
h(T) + m P,fZ(T> P(T)) Jw = f&Y f(T)) m-h (27) 
i%(T) + m) p,[f(T P(T)) -fs(T9 P(T)) Pm 
+ W) PJZK P(T)) F(T) 
= f(T9 f(T)) - fx(T P(T)) f(T) + fa!K P(T)) iv), (28) 
B(O) = (PI + P&l, j?(O) = 0. (29) 
From (27) and (29), we see that &T(T) satisfies the same initial value problem 
as R(T). Thus, for 0 < T < T, we see that l?(T) = R(T). Using this fact 
in (28) we see that b(T) is the solution to 
h(T) + V) PMT, P(T)) --fx(T, P(T)) P(T) 
+ fx(T, P(T)) B(T)1 
=f(T, P(T)) -fs(T, P(T)) P(T) +fzK P(T)) iV”h 
)2(O) = 0. 
From (12) we get that 
(30) 
(31) 
WY f’,f(Tt P(T)) = f(T, P(T)) - PAT). 
Using (32) in (30) gives 
(32) 
BTU-) + R(T) J’LfO’, FVNW) - ,@‘)I1 
+ f(T, P(T)) - PTU’Y 
= f(T, P(T)) + f&Y P(TNW) - ,4T)l. 
Defining 
0 = B(T) - P(T)> 
we see from (33) that u(T) satisfies 
G”) + R(T) Pzfr(T P(T)) u(T) = fz(Z P(T)) u(T), 
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Since (35) is linear and homogeneous, it follows that 
thus, 
U(T) = 0, 0 <: T < T, 
/W”) = P(T), 0 <; T < I? 
To complete the proof, we use the fact that a(t, T) and c’(t, T) satisfy the 
initial value problems, 
&(t, T) = -o&, T)PJ(T, p(T)), (37) 
f&P, T) = -ork T) f',f,(T p(T)) W), (38) 
w, t) = f(t), (39) 
o&t) = R(t), T < t < T, w 
where we have used the fact that b(f) = p(t) and J?(t) = R(t). Equation (38) 
shows that ??(t, T) satisfies the same equation as U(t, T), and using this in 
(39) shows that a(t, T) satisfies the same equation as ~(t, T). Thus, from (39) 
it follows that a(t, T) = x(t, T) and b(t, T) = L’(t, T). This proves our 
assertion. 
Thus while the function x(t, T) + U(t, T)a is not a solution even to first 
order of the imbedding equations, the fact that it satisfies a linearized form of 
the original boundary value problem gives some justification and explanation 
for its successful use in the literature, [7, 81. 
Another consequence of our result is that for large systems of equations, 
where application of even crude finite difference methods to (5) would be out 
of the question, it appears that a(t, T, V) should provide a good starting 
solution for use in quasilinearization. This will be investigated in a subsequent 
paper. 
4. EXTENSIONS 
Although our results have depended so far on the use of the nonsingularity 
of PI + P2 , invariant imbedding can be extended to more general boundary 
conditions. To do this requires the introduction of the function S(T, 7:) 
which is the solution to . 
S,(T,o) + S,(T,o)PJ(T,R(T,v)) = 0, (41) 
S(O,v) = (PI + P*)-1. (42) 
If P, and P2 are picked appropriately [6], then the solution of the most 
arbitrary boundary value problem can be constructed using both R(T, 23) 
409/54.‘3-6 
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and S(T, z!). As a consequence, the above result can be extended to general 
two-point boundary value problems. In fact, quite general boundary condi- 
tions of the multipoint and even nonlocal type can be treated by this device 
with similar consequences. 
Results of the above type can also be shown to hold for difference equations 
as well. 
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